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Context
LeNouveau Vélodrome Marseille Stade de Lille Métropole
→ Equivalent Static Wind Loads?
<complex structure, load combination, codification, simplicity>
Equivalent Static Wind Loads
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Equivalent Static Wind Loads











. Well-known wind pressure field
. Limitations of existing ESWLs
. Linear & static structural behaviour <simple enough>
Non Gaussian pressure field !
Pressure Field
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Nodes of the FEM
Taps
Beam supports
Structural System: Bending Moments






























Non Gaussian structural responses!
Structural System: Bending Moments
Positive extreme (T=1h)
























Extreme values (Kareem-Zhao formula)
Mean extreme, 86% quantile for T =1hour
Equivalent Static Wind Load
. Load-Response Correlation (LRC) [Kasperski 1992]
p= gρprσp
Gaussian context: Most probable extreme load pattern
Equivalent Static Wind Load
. Load-Response Correlation (LRC) [Kasperski 1992]
p= gρprσp

Non-Gaussian context: No interpretation
Equivalent Static Wind Load














Non-Gaussian context: conditional average of the pressures



















αu ,bu ,au : Match σp, γ3,p and γe,p
αv ,bv ,av : Match σr, γ3,r and γe,r
ρuv : Match correlation coefficient ρrp
Equivalent Static Wind Load
. Bicubic Model (7-parameter)
rk=<rk

























































































Equivalent Static Wind Load: Comparison
LRC Bicubic-based
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• LRC: Severe 20% over-estimation of the envelope
• Bicubic-based ESWL: Slight 5% over-estimation of the envelope
Envelope Reconstruction
. Reconstruction of the 86%-quantiles extremes envelope for a
reference period of 1 hour.


































Overestimations up to 25% with the LRC method and up to 15%
for the bicubic model
Envelope Reconstruction
. General comparison between LRC ESWL and Bicubic-based ESWL




























Some cases where the
bicubic-based CESWL
performs worse






bicubic-based CESWLs generally perform better, but not always.
Perspectives & Conclusions
Proposition of a Non-Gaussian version of the LRC
. bi-cubic model
. regularly extends the LRC for non Gaussian pressure field/responses
. 7 degrees-of-freedom: fairly good match the non Gaussian joint PDF
rk=<rk
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